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IA, the Getty Iconography Authority™, is a new resource available for 
contributions. It includes named events, religious & mythological 
iconography, fictional characters & places, themes from literature. 

 
 

 IA is multilingual; scope is global; includes topics from all places and periods 
 IA includes the proper names of subjects referenced in art and cultural heritage 

but not covered by the other Getty vocabularies (AAT = generic concepts,  
TGN = real places, ULAN = real people, CONA = names of art objects and architecture) 

 IA includes the following major subdivisions (facets): Legend, Religion, Mythology; 
Literature and Performing Arts; Named Events; Miscellaneous Allegory, 
Symbolism; Miscellaneous Characters; Miscellaneous Legendary Places; 
Miscellaneous Themes and Narrative 

 IA is compliant with the Subject Authority of CDWA (Categories for the Description 
of Works of Art) and the Subject Authority of CCO (Cataloging Cultural Objects) 

 IA is a thesaurus, compliant with international standards for thesaurus construction 
 IA contains hierarchical (polyhierarchical), equivalence, & associative relationships 
 IA grows through contributions from expert users, scholars, and repositories of art  
 Contributors and sources are cited 
 Includes links to resources such as Iconclass and US Library of Congress authorities 
 As of this writing, IA is a module within CONA; over time, IA will become a  

standalone authority; there are plans to publish IA as LOD  
 For more information and current status, see the following: 

 www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/cona_ia_in_depth.pdf 
 www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/guidelines/cona_3_6_3_subject_ 

authority.html#3_6_3_1_iconography_authority 
 Consult AAT, TGN, ULAN, and CONA free of charge on the Getty Web site 
 AAT, TGN, and ULAN are available as Linked Open Data (LOD) under Open Data 

Commons Attribution License (ODC-By) 1.0 
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